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Products
01

VERSATILE BUILDING BOARD

Finding one building material that can be used anywhere 
in the home, both inside and out, for joinery, walls, floors 
or furniture, can help reduce cost and waste when building 
or renovating. Kōbe Board uses two of the oldest and most 
frequently used building materials around, cement and 
wood, to make a lightweight composite board that’s durable 
like poured concrete, but that comes in easy-to-manoeuvre 
sheets. The board contains no formaldehyde, urea, arsenic or 
any other hazardous content so is suitable for healthy homes, 
and is manufactured with plantation eucalyptus woodchips 
to further reduce its environmental footprint. For examples 
of Kōbe Board’s varied uses, see Granny Flat Upcycle in 
Sanctuary 44 where it has been used to make a kitchen 
benchtop. Their Instagram page also has examples of its use 
in walls, floors, staircases, outdoor furniture and more. The 
board comes in a variety of thicknesses from 8mm to 24mm 
and prices start at $120 per 2440 x 1220mm board.
www.kobeboard.com

03

SEMI-TRANSPARENT BLINDS

No one wants to pull down the blinds on a sunny day, so there is a role for transparent 
blinds that also block the sun. Verosol’s SilverScreen range of fabrics are metallised, with 
the reflective aluminium surface able to reflect up to 82 per cent of solar energy before it 
has a chance to heat the home, helping to save on cooling costs. In winter, the aluminium 
layer helps insulate the window, trapping warm air in the room and saving on heating 
costs. There are a few variations available, including a basket weave for increased visibility 
and a cradle-to-cradle polyester fabric. SilverScreen 293 Vision offers the clearest views 
with 74 per cent solar reflectance, while SilverScreen 202 Performance offers better energy 
performance with higher solar reflection levels. The blinds are made to order however prices 
start at $330. Also consider external window coverings such as sunshades to stop the sun 
penetrating the windows in the first place – your rooms will stay much cooler in summer.
www.verosol.com.au

02

ULTRA-SLIM TANKS WITH GARDEN SYSTEM

A lot of householders don’t know where to fit a rainwater tank and might 
prefer it was tucked away out of sight. Tanks today can be as skinny as you 
need them to be, though, to fit in a nook between the fence and the house. 
Thin Tanks makes a range of very skinny tanks, just 260mm wide for the 
1000 litre tank, with 2000 and 3000 litre capacities as well. The tanks can be 
installed as a single water storage tank or in multiples, which could double 
as a wall for instance in a courtyard. They are designed to hold the Thinpots 
Vertical Garden add-on to create a garden on the surface of the tank 
that’s irrigated with the tank water. Thin Tanks are made from UV-rated 
polyethylene which can theoretically be recycled when the tank is at end 
of life. Even a small rainwater tank can help keep a garden alive in summer 
and reduce household water use at the same time. Prices vary in different 
states, quotes can be obtained via the website.
www.thintanks.com.au
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04

INSULATED BUILDING UNITS 

Insulation is hopefully a given when building a house these days, which is 
why Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs) are becoming so popular. SIPs are an 
all-in-one building unit with insulation at the core, that have a number of 
cost and environmental benefits. Insulation installation costs are reduced, 
building times can be faster and there’s less material waste, especially since 
the panels are indeed structural, so there’s no need for timber frames or 
brickwork. There can be cost savings from greater energy efficiency, too, as 
building with SIPs can help create a more airtight home, not only because 
they’re insulated but because SIPs fit so tightly together they reduce draughts. 
We missed SIPs Industries, a WA-based company, in our roundup of 16 
prefab products (Sanctuary 42), but we’re seeing them specced regularly 
in high performance projects. Their panels come in R-values from R2.7 to 
R6 depending on the thickness of the polystyrene core, and they produce a 
couple of products; SIPs by Design, which are custom-made and start at $99 
per square metre, and SIPs Ready Cut, which come in standard sizes and start 
at $59 per square metre. Other brands use different materials and insulation. 
www.sipsindustries.com.au
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05

INVEST IN SOLAR PROJECTS

It’s becoming easier for households to lend financial support to innovative 
community solar projects and people are lapping up these opportunities. 
After all, every new renewable energy project in Australia is helping to 
generate clean electricity – and not everyone can own their own rooftop 
solar system. Clear Sky Solar is helping to facilitate this investment by 
inviting the public to invest directly in solar projects. The non-profit seeks 
out projects they estimate to have good returns and then coordinates a 
group of willing investors to finance the solar installation. As the project 
produces clean energy it generates revenue by selling power to the end-user 
(usually the commercial business that hosts the system), and over a seven 
to 10-year term this revenue is enough to progressively pay back the capital, 
with interest. The location determines the length of term, but is calculated 
to be long enough to provide cumulative interest payment of at least 40 per 
cent of the capital invested. At the end of the term the installation is gifted 
to the end-user where it provides free electricity. You can register your 
interest via the Clear Sky Solar website.
www.clearskysolar.com.au

http://www.lucasmill.com/
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PRODUCTS

08

RECYCLED PLASTIC PLANTER

There’s no shortage of waste plastic unfortunately, so the more things we 
can make from recycled plastic the better. WallyGro has been using old 
plastic bottles to make their garden planters for around a decade and has 
developed a breathable vertical garden planter made from a heavy recycled 
plastic felt. Vertical planters are aimed at those living in smaller spaces, 
such as apartments, who want to enjoy the benefits of a garden or perhaps 
grow some herbs or vegies. Wally Pockets are modular so can be added to 
over time to expand a wall garden, or used solo for a touch of greenery on 
an indoor or outdoor wall. All pockets are lined with a waterproof liner to 
ensure that your walls stay dry. They come in configurations of either one, 
three or five pockets, with one-pocket costing $56, and a five-pocket $212. 
au.wallygro.com

07

ENERGY SAVING POOL COVER

Swimming pools can be a bit of an extravagance 
and a real energy sucker at that, even more so if 
it’s a heated pool. One way to save energy and 
ensure heat stays within a heated pool is with a 
pool cover, which also helps save water by reducing 
evaporation. The Heatseeker Diamond pool cover 
from Supreme Heating incorporates insulation into 
the design to reduce heat losses even further, with a 
layer of air-filled bubbles that are diamond-shaped 
so they can sit closer together. An aluminium layer 
also helps reduce energy use by reflecting otherwise 
lost heat back into the pool. Supreme Heating also 
specialise in solar pool heating, another product of 
choice for an energy-conscious pool owner. Pricing 
available on request.
www.supremeheating.com.au

06

SOLAR ROOF TILES WITH WATER HEATING

Solar roof tiles combine roofing and energy generation in one unit, and 
some products on the market offer a few more functions to boot. As well as 
generate electricity, Tractile’s Solar Roof Tiles can also pre-heat up to 350 
litres of hot water a day on a 30-square-metre system, meaning that the 
household hot water system doesn’t have to work as hard, resulting in lower 
bills. The solar roof tiles include piping that operates as a heat exchanger, 
cooling the PV component which can help boost electricity output, and heat 
water in the process. The tiles have a high bushfire rating, up to BAL-40, 
and can be used in conjunction with household energy storage systems. It’s 
a high-end product for those looking to integrate more than just solar into 
their roof design, with prices for a 200-square-metre roof with 30 square 
metres of Tractile Eclipse Solar Roof Tiles and 170 square metres of Tractile 
Composite Roof Tiles costing around $50,000 ex GST, including installation.
www.tractile.com.au

https://au.wallygro.com/
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09

ENERGY-EFFICIENT WINDOWS FOR PERIOD HOMES

Sash windows are a beautiful feature in period homes, but in their original 
state are nowhere near as energy efficient as the double-glazed options 
around these days. Today these often-draughty windows can be replaced 
with modern double-glazed sash windows that make the home more 
thermally efficient and cheaper to run. The double-glazed single-hung 
window inserts from Thermotek are made with uPVC (unplasticised 
PVC, or vinyl) frames, which have a few benefits over aluminium frames, 
including insulating qualities comparable to timber frames, but without the 
maintenance. The low conductivity of uPVC limits the transfer of heat and 
cold, unlike non-thermally broken aluminium, and are also designed to be 
weather and termite resistant. Keep in mind that PVC isn’t considered an 
environmentally friendly material, so weigh this up against the window’s 
insulating and durability features. PVC is technically recyclable so seeking 
out a recycling program for the windows at the end of their useful life is a 
must. Contact Thermotek for a quote.
www.thermotekwindows.com.au

10

BIODEGRADABLE LUNCH BOX

Everyone needs a lunch box, especially in the warmer months when we’re 
more often eating out in parks or away from home. There are a few long-
lasting plastic and stainless steel options on the market that can probably 
be recycled if you can find the right program, otherwise a biodegradable 
lunchbox might be a good bet, from an environmental point of view at least. 
The On The Go lunchbox and spork set by EcoSouLife is made from the fibre 
of rice husks, an agricultural by-product that would otherwise be burnt and 
that biodegrades naturally within two to three years of disposal. The lunch 
box and spork are free from BPA, melamine or heavy metals, and will see 
you through many lunches until it’s time for their disposal, at which point 
they will biodegrade once buried in the ground. The lunch box and spork set 
costs $19.95.
www.ecosoulife.com.au/product/husk-on-the-go-spork-set
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